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This encyclopedia provides a comprehensive guide to the band, containing details of the Beatles'

history, records released, songs written and gigs played.
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If you have any interest in things fab, gear or groovy, then this book is a must. -- Guitarist, June,

2000So much more than a simple homage to a band. -- North West What's On, April, 2000

Bill Harry is the world's leading authority on The Beatles. He attended the Liverpool College of Art

with John Lennon and is the author of a number of books on The Beatles including Beatlemania,

The McCartney File, Sergeant Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band and The Lennon Encyclopedia,

the sister volume to The Beatles Encyclopedia.

A+,GREAT BEATLES BOOK

Anyone who is a product of the 60's lived in an era where long hair was in, conformity was out, and

the new wave of music from the Beatles was shaking the country from coast to coast. Boys copied

the Beatles' music and hairstyle, while girls swooned, screamed and fainted as the world rocked to

"I Wanna To Hold Your Hand." The Beatles had arrived! This book is a collector's item because it

contains all sorts of trivia, facts and information on a group that will go down in the music hall of

fame as one who spawned a new dawn in the music industry. It set the trend for many future pop



singers. Paul, John, George and Ringo were names that sent shivers of anticipation up and down a

teen-ager's spine.I remember, as a teen, watching the Beatles' first appearance on the Ed Sullivan

show on our new state-of-the-art, floor-model black and white Marconi television, and my father

shaking his head in shocking amazement and lamenting , "What has the world come to?" Oddly

enough, we are still asking that same question of our teen-aged children today.Sadly, there are only

two Beatles left now, but the music of the Beatles will ring on through the years, if only in the

memories of those who loved them and grew up with their music. This book, and the nostalgia of the

Beatles, takes us back to the carefree days of youth, when young love seemed like it would last

forever, as we bopped and twisted our way to a beat almost unknown to this generation. If you are a

Beatles' fan, and you do not already own this book, it is one you will want to add to your collection.

I myself own quite a few books on The Beatles covering every subject that has to do with the Fab

Four mostly reference books. so as I was purchasing another book on The Beatles I decided to

"throw" a copy of Bill Harry's Beatles Encyclopedia in,When I got the pkg I started looking at the

Beatles Encyclopedia and didn't put it down for a good hour. the point I'm getting at is that if your a

collector or just want to know all there is about the Fab Four or anyone involved pick this book up!!!

Jeff Nussbaum

It says on that page "It's got nothing to you with you". I think the sentence was supposed to read

"It's got nothing to do with you". Also, on page 144 there is a reference to a real life man named

Frank Garner. There was a fictional character on Dark Shadows by that name. Interesting!
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